
1. “Would you like to use “jurisprudence” as a last resort? Well, supporters of the 
submitter can do the same: What about this recent case – it is obviously of worse 
quality than the KEEP symbol. Yet, it has been accepted in the T2CR. PROM 
Token:” 

 
PROM was voted AGAINST in the first round and the appeal ended in a tie. PROM only got 
accepted because the requester gamed the system by funding his side of the appeal at the 
very last moment. The funding deadline was the same for both sides, and there was a 
misunderstanding by the community about this. People expected the Kleros protocol to work 
differently, and someone took advantage of that. You could say that PROM only got 
accepted because people were unaware of how Kleros would work in this niche case. 
Additionally, the list of rejected tokens due to poorly cut logos with edges all around is as 
follows: 

1. PowerPool 
2. YF Link 
3. Touch Smart Token  
4. OPUS 
5. DMM: Governance  
6. dForce 
7. CBI Index 7  
8. Yearn.finance 
9. Aragon  
10. Robotina 

 
As you can see, jurisprudence clearly points towards rejecting submissions with poorly cut 
logos. As soon as this case is over, I will create a removal request for PROM, as it is clearly 
not of enough high-quality for the T2CR. 

 
https://forum.kleros.io/t/revisiting-t2cr-policy/460/2  

 
 

2. “Again, there is no policy rule that states the TOKEN SYMBOL should be the same 
as the PROFILE PICTURES of the project’s media channel. Project logos and token 
symbols are obviously not the same and can differ. You are creating fallacies here. 
Even worse: you have no foundation in the policy for this “consistency issue”.”  

 
Although the guidelines do not specifically require the submitted logo to match the most 
commonly used logo, a clear precedent has been set by the following - non exhaustive - list 
of rejected submissions. All of the following submissions got rejected from the TCR, because 
the provided logo did not match the most commonly used logo.  

 
1. Unit Protocol; denied, because most commonly used logo consists of a squared 

background, not round with a transparent background, as was submitted to the TCR1. 

1 https://tokens.kleros.io/token/0x9c5222486b2969dc0d045ae1df80c0b32bb4c3880a9b41b59cf63af38b436ad7 

https://tokens.kleros.io/token/0x37ff67d211485e3062a2fd317ae748f2a7d29e8de59a8a3c479d3482548786f9
https://tokens.kleros.io/token/0x726ed4b50726cb823d14574287df9036b3275375f6c7c6a5d5ef4f3dddbaaabd
https://tokens.kleros.io/token/0xae61f29e96b60028d30ee27c1beae8e78990b876a83350c59e40bbb7a0b85be8
https://tokens.kleros.io/token/0xa47b7a3a30fb54c14b7c839be56beb03360cf656b2b0f5b1721a2757c1d95c52
https://tokens.kleros.io/token/0xa500e32fbff3adaee927b168a060e9fa1ff397c86f364cb71f303ea7eb2a2af3
https://tokens.kleros.io/token/0x3a47c57ea859f191cf5902f28661f5f9cff0030b13e7f207636e50b773e8f191
https://tokens.kleros.io/token/0x02a8be9fd3064b6c113f4662118e784a8cc34a7e13c5bafce0bfbdc390190562
https://tokens.kleros.io/token/0x9691048c70aec478a29839c2ade4bb47090e50689c5d4bab27c72d36238e6d46
https://tokens.kleros.io/token/0x1836307539a4c38781a96fda9382f1a98454944ae0539cfb663aa44523d29877
https://tokens.kleros.io/token/0xa5eff5969faa02a390b455672486d8b46e2312fc22f30fb033b4207cc14a4701
https://forum.kleros.io/t/revisiting-t2cr-policy/460/2
https://tokens.kleros.io/token/0x9c5222486b2969dc0d045ae1df80c0b32bb4c3880a9b41b59cf63af38b436ad7


2. Cap; denied, because most commonly used logo consists of a squared colored 
background, not transparent, as was submitted to the TCR2.  

3. XIO; denied, because most commonly used logo consists of a squared colored 
background, not round with a transparent background, as was submitted to the TCR3.  

4. Tellor; denied twice, because most commonly used logo is round, not squared and 
not transparent, as was both submitted to the TCR45  

5. Edgeless; denied, because most commonly used logo consists of a squared colored 
background, not transparent, as was submitted to the TCR6. 

6. Math; denied, because most commonly used logo did not match with submitted 
logo7. 

7. Maker; denied, because most commonly used logo did not match with submitted 
logo8. 

8. Request; denied, because most commonly used logo did not match with submitted 
logo9. 

9. Aeron; denied, because most commonly used logo did not match with submitted 
logo10. 

10. Huobi; denied, because most commonly used logo did not match with submitted 
logo11. 

 
Moreover, why are you only talking about the “PROFILE PICTURES” used on the KEEP 
official media channels, while all of the coin trackers are using the TOKEN SYMBOL with the 
green background too.  
 
 

3. “I cannot see "clear green edges all around the logo". This could have been a 
monitor issue, but since you have taken a screenshot, it is now clear that this is an 
issue of personal perception.” 

 
If you cannot see those green edges, then it’s probably you who is having monitor issues. 
It’s visible on my PC, laptop, and my phone. Those green edges are there, this is a fact. It’s 
not a matter of personal perception, if only being bad sighted falls under personal perception 
too.  

2 https://tokens.kleros.io/token/0x329b51ee991166bf25ec4d66316c198ba91c431faaa039e0247795dd8e40a2be 
3 https://tokens.kleros.io/token/0xdb8a54258ce606dff2c951b7c5e2b5805e75a9d2a1fcb709dc0266a9e4a404da 
4 https://tokens.kleros.io/token/0x09f2cd61db099d3f039258d607172fdaa3b0ae9557ae86c75ac615b6a554db1d 
5 https://tokens.kleros.io/token/0x9256a54c98770a39a6113f380425ecd89f5d0a1b36d0be0970c89f5b19eac66a 
6 https://tokens.kleros.io/token/0x689d5d229b5176d7da0fa8d31718275c99ff28a8f65a3b2f1ef6030eef903165 
7 https://tokens.kleros.io/token/0x19622a0b50c5406f15c5004b50e24d2b0df75219e19a5c1543c53c14fe497fc0  
8 https://tokens.kleros.io/token/0x420ad0a6c578dbd237f6ea77c969b4c906bdabb4719e3661c356ad1eecdf9c86 
9 https://tokens.kleros.io/token/0x6c303d21132c3ba211dc0574a4ca77c63d96649e86038fe73495b95fb76c32bf 
10 https://tokens.kleros.io/token/0x870de2529ea2965d020ffcc2f9be7719ce9dfbe3a28cac45217fc4db6138507e 
11 https://tokens.kleros.io/token/0x77e86805652322ccb85044dfde3f9edf142ecd72a738b857b58d64337361e164 

https://tokens.kleros.io/token/0x329b51ee991166bf25ec4d66316c198ba91c431faaa039e0247795dd8e40a2be
https://tokens.kleros.io/token/0xdb8a54258ce606dff2c951b7c5e2b5805e75a9d2a1fcb709dc0266a9e4a404da
https://tokens.kleros.io/token/0x09f2cd61db099d3f039258d607172fdaa3b0ae9557ae86c75ac615b6a554db1d
https://tokens.kleros.io/token/0x9256a54c98770a39a6113f380425ecd89f5d0a1b36d0be0970c89f5b19eac66a
https://tokens.kleros.io/token/0x689d5d229b5176d7da0fa8d31718275c99ff28a8f65a3b2f1ef6030eef903165
https://tokens.kleros.io/token/0x19622a0b50c5406f15c5004b50e24d2b0df75219e19a5c1543c53c14fe497fc0
https://tokens.kleros.io/token/0x420ad0a6c578dbd237f6ea77c969b4c906bdabb4719e3661c356ad1eecdf9c86
https://tokens.kleros.io/token/0x6c303d21132c3ba211dc0574a4ca77c63d96649e86038fe73495b95fb76c32bf
https://tokens.kleros.io/token/0x870de2529ea2965d020ffcc2f9be7719ce9dfbe3a28cac45217fc4db6138507e
https://tokens.kleros.io/token/0x77e86805652322ccb85044dfde3f9edf142ecd72a738b857b58d64337361e164

